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ABSTRACTIn reent years, usage of 3D objet for various purposes,suh as CG movie, games, web 3D and so on, is rapidlyinreasing. In addition, 3D shape apturing method is alsoimproved and many ommerial produts are now widelyavailable. As a result, a number of 3D objets those areuploaded and published on the Web is expeted to inreasegreatly in the near future. On the other hand, the methodfor retrieving 3D objets from the Web is not thoroughlyresearhed yet. Based on the bakgrounds, we propose ane�ient method to retrieve a 3D objet from the Web usingboth 3D feature of the 3D objets and ranking results ofurrent keyword based web searh. In this demo, we willshow a real time demo on 3D objet searh using a numberof 3D data we sanned in our lab. and retrieved data fromthe Web.
Categories and Subject DescriptorsH.3.3 [Information Systems℄: Information Searh and Re-trieval; I.4.9 [Computing Methodologies℄: Image Proessingand Computer Vision
General TermsAlgorithms
Keywords3D web objet, Image proessing, shape rank
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1. INTRODUCTIONIn reent years, many tehniques to apture 3D shapesfrom a real objet, suh as laser sanner and projetor-amera system, have been proposed. Espeially, a low ostapturing system is now an important researh topi andwidely develped [2℄. In additon, the method to publish 3Dobjets on the web is also proposed [7℄. As a result, a numberof 3D objets those are uploaded and published on the webis expeted to inrease greatly in the near future. Therefore,in this paper, we propose an e�ient method to retrieve a3D objet from the Web using both 3D feature of the 3Dobjets and ranking results of web searh.So far, to ahieve suh 3D objet retrieval on the web,lassi�ation and reognition of the 3D objet is onsideredto be most important; the tehnique is known as generalobjet reognition. For example, 3D objet reognition for3D model made by CG and CAD modeling software hasbeen researhed intensively and also ompetitions have beenheld for these days; e.g., SHREC(SHape REtrieval Con-test). However, those methods urrently onsider only anentire shape of the objet and annot handle single sidedobjet, suh shape is now ommonly aptured by ommer-ial sanner. In terms of suh partial 3D objets, Spin Im-age [5℄ and CCHLAC(Color Cubi Higher-order Loal Auto-Correlation) [6℄ are proposed. However, those tehniques arefor identi�ation of the same objets and not for reognitionpurpose and it annot be used for retrieval of 3D objet fromlarge quantity of 3D objet on the web.On the other hands, in reent years, Visual Rank is pro-posed [4℄[1℄; the tehnique ahieves aurate image retrievalfrom the web. The basi idea of Visual Rank is a simple ex-tension of Page Rank to 2D image by using image features;Page Rank is a famous and powerful searh tehnique forthe Web [3℄. The basi idea of Page Rank is that �queryindependent ranking�. Visual Rank is designed based onthe same idea and uses image features and its similarity asa weight instead of using link between pages on the Web.Searh results are more aurate than the method just us-ing a keyword annotated to the image. In this paper, we



propose a Shape Rank to ahieve e�ient Web3D searh byusing 3D features. Shape Rank an be easily understoodas simple extension of Visual Rank for 3D data. Note thatreognition of 3D objet itself is not a main purpose of theresearh, rather, aurate 3D objet retrieval from the Webwhen enormous number of 3D objets are uploaded and pub-lished is our target.In this paper, we assume that 3D objet an be searhedwith enough auray by keyword searh; suh assumptionis fair by onsidering an image searh based on meta-data.Another important aspet of our method is that our teh-nique is not limited to entire shape of CG or CAD model,but also valid for partial shape suh as depth image ap-tured by 3D sanner; this is a important feature, beause itis estimated that most of 3D objet will be aptured by 3Dsanner and then uploaded on the Web.The remainder of the paper is as follows. Se. 2 desribesthe overview of the method, Se. 3 presents a alulationmethod of shape features, and Se. 4 desribes Shape Ranktehnique. Se. 5 shows the experimental result followed byonlusion.
2. APPROACH & ALGORITHM

Figure 1: The outline of this methodIn this paper, a proess as shown in �gure 1 that is asimple extension of Visual Rank to 3D by using 3D urva-ture based features instead of SIFT for 2D image is pro-posed. With our tehnique, �rst, 3D objets on the webare retrieved by keyword searh. Next, a shape feature isextrated from a 3D objet. Then, the similarity between3D objets is alulated by using the shape features between3D objets. Finally, shape rank of 3D objet is alulated.Sine view of the 3D objet drastially hanges dependenton a view diretion, shape feature should be invariant forview hange; suh 3D feature is proposed in this paper.
3. THE EXTRACTION METHOD OF SHAPE

FEATURESThe shape feature of 3D objet is required for alulationof similarity. Method for extrating shape features of realobjet have been proposed for many purposes. So far, pixeldepth [8℄, topology information and other features are used.In this paper, we propose a feature extration method usingprinipal urvature for depth image.

3.1 Principal curvatureFor analysis of 3D objet using urvature, usually a prin-ipal urvature is used. Tehnique for alulating prinipalurvature of 3D objet have been proposed, suh as usingHessian matrix, �tting of quadri surfaes and so on [9℄. Fit-ting of quadri surfae was used in this researh. Fitting ofquadri surfae is expressed as:
h(x, y) = a1 + a2x + a3y + a4x

2 + a5xy + a6y
2 (1)where a is parameter of �tting of quadri surfae. This equa-tion is a seond order polynomial. The optimum solution ofa an be alulated as:a = (XTWX)−1XTh (2)where a is de�ned as:a = (a1, · · · , a1)

T (3)and h is de�ned as: h = (h1, · · · , h6)
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A (5)where h is a distane value vetor. First order partial dif-ferential and seond order partial di�erential value an bealulable by oe�ient vetor a. From the above, maximumurvature and minimum urvature are alulated.
3.2 Shape indexMethod of using prinipal urvature of shape informationhave been proposed, suh as segmentation by using Gaussianurvature. In this paper, shape index value is used in orderto alulate urvature for every pixels. Shape index value isde�ned as:
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(6)where, kmax is the maximum urvature, kmin is the mini-mum urvature. Shape index value is in range of [0,1℄. Inthis paper, shape index value is normalized between [0,255℄in order to output as gray-sale image.

3.3 Solution for view dependencyFor alulating the Shape Rank, it should be invariantto view diretion, however, shape index image is not; notethat shape index itself is invariant to view diretion, how-ever, mapped as image is not. To solve the problem, wepropose two solutions, one is using SIFT and another is tomake multiple shape index images for all view diretions.To implement the seond solution, we set ameras on thevertex of geodesi dome around the objet, as shown Figure2. For simpliity, if input is a depth image from a singleview diretion and not an entire shape of the objet, we donot make multiple SIFT index images for alulation, be-ause, view hanges for suh data make a visible area to bevery small, resulting in no feature extrated after SIFT al-ulation. Thus, when a target 3D objet was a single view(range image), we deided to use the Shape index image ofa single view in order to make proess simple.



Figure 2: Position of virtual ameras.
4. SHAPE RANKShape rank is the same struture as Page Rank and de�nessimilarity of eah objet by using 3D features instead of hy-per link. Ranking result of 3D objet by keyword searh willbe re-ranked by Shape Rank. This is the similar approahof Visual Rank.
4.1 The shape similarityIn order to alulate Shape Rank, the adjaeny matrix Mwhih uses the similarity between features is required. Thenumber of orresponding points of SIFT de�nes the degreeof similarity, suh as (Cij). Cij is de�ned as

Cij =
Mij

(Ti + Tj)/2
(7)where Mij is the number of orresponding points betweeneah image, and Ti and Tj are the number of SIFT keypoint between images. The SIFT desriptor from a singleview an be aquired by using the vertex of a geodesi dome.For a entire shape, all the SIFT desriptors aquired fromall view points are used. To ompare with other objets foralulating the similarity, deision for whih view diretion isto be used is required, and for solution, we ount the numberof orrespondenes and �nd maximum value. Based on the, it is also possible to alulate the similarity between anentire shape of objet and a range image (one sided depthdata) using a formula(7).

4.2 Calculation of re-rankingUsing formed adjaeny matrix M as desribed above, al-ulation will be repeated until it onverges and �nally wehave re-ranking result by using a formula (8).
r = (1 − α)Mr

′

+ αP (8)This is the same method as Page Rank and α is the weightof the ranking vetors r.
5. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT

5.1 Experimental environmentWe use the range sensor onsists of a projetor and amerafor the experiment. Entire shape are produed by integrat-ing multiple range data sanned from various view dire-tions. The measured examples of entire shape are shown inshown 3.
5.2 Ranking by Shape RankRanking alulation was arried out by using sanned dataand our proposed method. We assume that one keyword isgiven by user and we have 80% of orret 3D objets by

Figure 3: The measured examplekeyword searh. In this experiment the keyword is �plasterFigure of Mars� and sample 3D objets are shown in �g4.Entire shape of the plaster is shown in �g4 right. 14 of therange images from single view diretion (No.1-14 ) and oneentire shape and single view (No.15) are the input of there-ranking test.
Figure 4: Plaster �gure and Entire shapeWe also added four noise 3D objet of range data (No.16-19) and one noise data of an entire shape (No.20) for thistest. The ranking result is shown in Fig5. And the top �veranked results are shown in Fig6. Fig5 shows that the entireshape of a plaster �gure is top ranked whih proves the e�e-tiveness of our method. However, the noise objet of entireshape is ranked in 5th. This is beause entire shape hasmany 3D features and has high similarity to many objets.The solution is our future work.

Figure 5: Ranking result Figure 6: Objet of rank into the high order
5.3 Visualization of similarity between objectsIn order to hek and analyze the relationship betweenobjets, visualization is required. The graph with weightededges between 3D objets is shown in Fig7. We an see



that all the range images of the plaster �gure are tightlylinked to the entire shape of the plaster �gure. Although thesimilarities between No.19 and other objets are observed, itis very low and high rank is not given suessfully. We anstill �nd that several plaster �gures are not linked to otherplaster �gures; mainly beause view invariany is not enoughsolved with our method. The reason why the entire shapeof Duk toy (noise data), is high ranked an be understoodwith the visualization.

Figure 7: Similarity graphIn addition, the orret orresponding points and inor-ret orresponding points by SIFT of index image is shownin �gure8. The Figure8 (left) shows the orret orrespond-ing points between single range data and the entire shapeand Figure8 (right) shows the inorret orresponding pointsbetween the entire shape of noise objet (Duk Toy) and therange image of Plaster �gure. To eliminate suh wrong or-respondene is required to ahieve more aurate results.

Figure 8: The orresponding points between shapes

6. CONCLUSIONSIn this researh, Shape Rank tehnique to retrieve 3D ob-jet from the web using 3D feature of the shape and rank-ing result of keyword searh is presented. Shape Rank is asimple extention of Page Rank using 3D feature similarityinstead of link between pages. We ondut experiments us-ing real data and showed the strength of our method. Wewill present realtime searh demo using a number of datawe sanned and searhed on the web.
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